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Abstract

The inductive coupling between the plasma and the four octupole field coils in the Extrap

Tl device is utilized as a means of estimating the plasma position. The current in each

octupole ring as well as the plasma current is measured by a Rogowski coil and the ring -

plasma mutual inductance is **ren computed assuming axisymmetric plasma displacements.

The obtained position is in 4 t ement with internal magnetic probe measurements. The

time - evolution of the pi ; JI »sition for different external vertical and toroidal field

strengths is studied. For ih pi esent discharge parameters a vertical field of about .008 T

is found to give an alm< A a ially stationary plasma. The results are compared with a

simple equilibrium m a t '



1. INTRODUCTION

Extrap Tl is a toroidal pinch experiment. It is especially designed for pinch discharges in

a strongly inhomogeneous transverse magnetic field [1]. The discharge is bounded by a

magnetic separatrix which results when an octupole magnetic field, generated by currents

in four ring conductors, combines with the self-magnetic field produced by the discharge

current.

The Extrap Tl device is described in detail in Ref. 2. Here we summarize the main

features. A schematic drawing of the device is shown in Fig. 1. The octupole rings and

the plasma discharge are the secondary of an iron-core transformer. The primary winding

consists of optionally one or two turns wound around the center-leg of the transformer

core which has four return limbs encircling the vacuum-vessel and the octupole rings. The

octupole ring currents and the plasma discharge current are all induced and from a circuit

standpoint they are connected in parallel. A diagram of the cross-section of the vacuum-

vessel, with the octupole rings and supports, is shown in Fig. 2. The stainless steel

vacuum-vessel consists of 8 sectors with insulated poloidal gaps between each sector.

There are no toroidal gaps. In a cylindrical coordinate system, the geometric toroidal

minor axis of the ring system is at a major radius of R=0.45 m, and, in the minor cross-

section, the four rings are located at the corners of a square, (110 mm x 110 mm),

centered on this minor toroidal axis. The rings are supported by 4 mm thick, stainless

steel, square frames which have an inside aperture dimension of 130 mm x 130 mm.

There are 32 supports (toroidal separation is 11.25 degrees) and the chrome-copper rings

are hard-soldered to the stainless steel supports so the rings and the support structure are

electrically connected. A toroidal magnetic field is produced by a 48 turn toroidal Meld coil

wound around the vacuum-vessel. The field is applied to help the start-up of the

discharge. For control of the plasma equilibrium position, a constant vertical magnetic

Held is generated by the equilibrium field coil shown in Fig. 1. The discharges are

produced in a continous flow of hydrogen gas. A 200 kW, 2 JIS pulse of microwave

power is applied to produce preionization of the neutral gas.

A special feature of the Extrap Tl device is the short circuited toroidal octupole field rings

which are driven by the transformer core flux. We have in this study utilized the inductive

coupling between the toroidal plasma and the rings to determine the plasma position. In

order to do this we use Rogowski coils placed inside the vacuum vessel to measure the

current in each octupole ring as well as the plasma current We then compute the mutual

inductance between the plasma and the octupole rings as a function of plasma position.

Our method of computation assumes axisymmetric shifts of the toroidal plasma. This



approxima.on is reasonable since non-axisymmetric shifts should give considerably

smaller changes in the mutual inductances.

In section 2 we describe the method of evaluating the ring current data in more detail.

Then we present our experimental method in section 3 and the experimental results in

section 4. The estimated position is checked against internal magnetic probe

measurements. We have studied the time-evolution of the plasma position, as well as the

peak plasma cunent and the discharge duration, at different external vertical and toroidal

field strengths. Our measurements is compared with a simple equilibrium model in section

5. Finally, in section 6 we summarise the obtained results.



2. METHOD OF PLASMA POSITION ESTIMATION

Movement of the plasma column causes current changes in die octupole rings. When the

plasma column moves in relation to the octupole rings, it tends to change the enclosed

fluxes of the octupole rings. So, the currents in the octupole rings must change in order to

conserve the flux in each octupole ring. These current changes provide the information

needed for the plasma position estimation.

The method used here is based on the model of the Extrap Tl octupole ring system

described in Ref [3]. The model is extended to include a fifth current carrying ring which

models the plasma cuirent. Toroidal symmetry is assumed, i.e. poloidal position of the

plasma is assumed to be same at all toroidal angles, although experimentally we cannot

really justify this assumption. So the position estimated should be rather interpreted as a

toroidally averaged position. The octupole rings are assumed to be perfectly conducting.

The poloidal flux consists basically of three parts: flux produced by the octupole rings, by

the plasma current and by all other external sources such as primary coils and vertical field

coils. Since the external sources lie outside of the vacuum vessel, their flux inside the

vacuum vessel, denoted as *Fext, is very much flattened by the vessel in the time scale at

which the model applies. So the Yext can be taken as a common unknown for all rings

inside the vacuum vessel. The conservation of flux enclosed in the four octupole rings

gives:

j=l,4 (1)

The numbering of the rings is as shown in Fig. 2. Here Ljj is the mutual inductance

between two octupole rings, and Ljj is the mutual inductance between an octupole ring

and the plasma. Ii and Ip are the currents in the i:th octupole ring and the plasma

respectively. The measured values of Ip and Ij should be used in Eq.(l). In order to avoid

the systematic measuring error caused by instruments, we subtract an equation fcr a

corresponding vacuum shot from Eq.(l) obtaining:

i + Lpj Ip + 5 ¥ = 0. j=l,4 (2)



where

_ \p . \j*vac (3)

Here Ly are known, Ip and 6lj are measured values, Lpj are functions of the poloidal

position (R,Z) which is to be determined, and 54* is an unknown constant. So we have

four equations and three unknowns, R, Z and 84*, which means that the system (2) is

over determined and in general cannot be solved exactly. There are different ways to find

approximate solutions. Here we have chosen two methods.

Method I

We take the difference between the outer (j=3,4) and the inner (j=l,2) rings and the

difference between the upper (j=l,3) and the lower (J=2,4) rings respectively:

X L i R 8 l i + L R ( R , Z ) I p = 0 ,
i=l
4

L i Z 8li + LZ(R,Z) Ip = 0,

(4)

(5)

where

JR = \ ( Lj3 + Lj4 - Lji - Lj2 ), j=l ,2,3,4

y ( Lji + Lj3 - Lj2 - Lj4 ), j=l,2,3,4

- Lp2 ),

- Lp4 ),

LR(R,Z) = j ( Lp3

LZ(R,Z) =

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

In the region inside the ring supports where we expect the plasma to be positioned, the

function LR increases with R and is approximately independent of Z. Similarly, Lz

increases with Z and is nearly constant in the R direction. Using the 'vacuum model'

described in Ref [3] we compute LR and Lz for a given R and Z as elliptic integrals. We

then solve Eqs.(4) and (5) for (R,Z) by iteration:



4
= R" + a { X LiR 5 l i flp + U(R",Zn) } (10)

4
Z n + l = Z n + p { $;Liz8l i / I p +Lz(R n ,Zn)) (11)

4 4
Here £ LiR SI, /Ip and £ Liz 8lj / lp are computed using the measured ring currents.

i=l i=l

LR(R,Z) and Lz(R,Z) are known functions obtained by evaluating the elliptic integral

expressions, a and (J are small positive constants.

Method II

Method I has the drawback that Eqs.(4-5) are ill-behaved when plasma current is small

compared to ring currents. As a matter of fact, this problem is already there in the original

equations (1). The physical explanation may be that it is meaningless to determine plasma

position when the plasma current is zero.

In Eqs.(2), multiplying one of the equations with -3 and summing up with the other three

equations we have four new equations

4
DA(R,Z) = £ L iA 8lj + LpA(R,Z) Ip = 0, (12)

i=l
4

DB(R,Z) = £ L iB 8lj + LpB(R,Z) Ip = 0, (13)
i=l
4

DC(R,Z) = X LiC 5li + Lpc(R,Z) Ip = 0, (14)
i=l
4

DD(R,Z) = £ L i D 5lj + LpD(R.Z) Ip = 0, (15)
i l

where

LiA = Li2 + LJ3 + Lj4- 3Lji, i = l,2,3,4,p, (16)

LIB = Lji + Li3 + Lj4 - 3Li2, i = l,2,3,4,p, (17)

LJC = Lii + Lj2 + Lj4- 3Li3, i = l,2,3,4,p, (18)

L i D = LJI + L i2 + Li3 - 3Li4, i = 1,2,3,4,p. (19)



We then introduce a function F(R,Z) which is defined as

F(R,Z) = DA(R,Z)2 + DB(R,Z)2 + DC(R,Z)2 + DD(R,Z)2. (20)

F(R,Z) should be zero if (R,Z) are exact solutions of Eqs.(12-15). Although in general

there are no exact solutions of Eqs.(12-15), the pair (R.Z) which gives smaller value of

F(R,Z) is more favourable to be a solution of Eqs.(12-15). However, the value

(Rmin>Zmin) which gives the minimum of F(R,Z) is sensitive to noise level and is

therefore difficult to use as a solution of Eqs.(12-15). So, we adopt

t,Z) dRdZ

r
J F«(R,Z)

as an approximated value of solution. Here the integration area is taken as the discharge

area, and a is a positive constant. The formula emphasizes those (R,Z) which give small

F(R,Z) values and tends to ignore (R,Z) which give large F(R,Z) values. Also, in

Eq.(21) (Rp,Zp) gives geometric center of the integration area for zero plasma current.

Computation shows rhat the results are not very sensitive to the value a chosen. In the

calculation a is chosen as 1.



3. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The current in each octupole ring is measured by specially designed low profile

Rogowski coils. The coil cross-section dimensions is 0.5 x 5 mm. The coil is protected

from the plasma by a thin metal shield. The total height of the coil above the ring surface is

about 2 mm.

The plasma current is measured by a Rogowski coil inserted in 6 mm outer diameter

quartz tubing placed inside the vacuum vessel. The coil has an approximately elliptic cross

section. It is positioned inside the octupole rings with its center coinciding with the axis of

the ring system (R,Z) = (.45,0). The horizontal inner diameter of the coil is 116 mm and

the vertical inner diameter is 136 mm.

The signals from the coils are integrated using active RC integrators. Each current signal is

recorded digitally using the CAMAC data acquisition system.



4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In o der to check the accuracy of the estimated plasma position we compare first our

results using the two different methods of evaluation with internal magnetic probe

measurements. We have then studied the effect on the plasma position, the total plasma

current and the discharge duration when varying the external vertical and toroidal field.

4.1. Time evolution of the discharge

The plasma current and the current in ring #1 are shown in Figs 3 and 4. The main plasma

current pulse builds up as the ring currents reverses for the second time. The total length

of the main pulse is taken as the plasma discharge duration. We have investigated the

plasma position in detail only during this time. In Figs. S and 6 we show though the

computed plasma position starting already from the discharge time of the OHC capacitor

banks. It is clear from the large fluctuations in computed position that although a result is

obtained when the plasma current is very small, or even zero, the method is reliable only

when the plasma current is relatively large. The plasma position in Figs 5 and 6 is

computed using method II. Using method I, no plasma position is found when the plasma

current is small or zero. From Fig. S it is evident that the main plasma current pulse

builds up near the geometrical axis of the ring system (R=.45 m) and then drifts slowly

outward. The radial displacement is about 20 mm around the time of maximum plasma

current The vertical position is within 5 mm of the midplane during the major part of the

main p'asma pulse. Figs 7-10 finally show the differences in ring currents between the

plasma and the vacuum shot, the quantities which enter the position calculation. The

general shape of the signals is similar to the plasma current pulse, but with reversed sign

as expected.

4.2. Comparison with magnetic probe measurements

In Figs 11 and i 2 we plot the radial and die vertical position during the main plasma pulse

computed using both method I and II. Also shown in Fig. 11 is the radial position of the

magnetic axis obtained from magnetic profile data. The shot is one in a series of similar

shots used in the measurement of the magnetic field profile. The timing is different from

the shot described in section 4.1. The shown time interval corresponds roughly to 2240 -

2340 (is in Fig. 3. From comparison of a number of shots we have seen, as is evident in



Figs 11 and 12. that the two methods of computation agrees well when the plasma current

is large. Towards the end of the discharge method II gives generally a somewhat smaller

radius than method I. Both methods agrees reasonably well with the magnetic field profile

data. The estimated radial and vertical position is in correspondence with 3-D probe

measurements which were made on discharges with similar parameters (4]. In the

following, we will only show the plasma position data computed using method I.

4.3. Variation of vertical field strength

The external vertical magnetic field is used for control of the radial plasma position. It is

directed to provide an inward force on the plasma during the main plasma pulse. We plot

the measured plasma current as a function of vertical field strength in Fig. 13. The plasma

current increases with increasing field and reaches a maximum around By=.0010 - .0015

T. The obtained plasma current is dependent on the plasma radial position since the

Rogowski coil only measures current flowing through an approximately circular area

centered at the R=.45 m. The current raise is therefore consistent with a decreasing

outward displacement with increasing vertical field. At higher vertical field die current

drops sharply and at a certain value no breakdown occurs. That the current drop is due to

a problem with breakdown is supported by the fact that increasing the filling pressure of

the hydrogen gas also increases the plasma current at these high vertical fields. In Fig. 14

we show the total length of the main plasma current pulse vs vertical field strength. The

pulse length increases with field. This is again consistent with a better positioning of the

plasma. At the highest value of vertical field, there is problem with breakdown and we

have a delayed start of the current pulse giving a short pulse length.

Next, we present the time evolution of the radial and vertical plasma position during the

main plasma discharge for three cases. In Figs IS and 16 there is no external vertical field.

The plasma current builds up near the geometrical axis of the rings and drifts radially

outwards. The pinch is centered around the midplane during the entire pulse. Then, in

Figs 17 and 18 we have a applied a field of Bv = .0012 T. In this case the plasma current

builds up at a larger radius and then moves inward. The major radius at maximum plasma

current is about 20 mm smaller than in the first case with no vertical field. This confirms

that the plasma is pushed inwards by the vertical field as was suggested from the plots of

plasma current and discharge duration vs vertical field strength.

10



The outward shift of the plasma start-up position is even more clear in Figs 19 and 20

where the vertical field strength is raised to Bv=.0O24 T. A possible explanation is that

the plasma current preferrably builds up in a region of low total poloidal field. When we

apply a toroidal electric field which is transverse to a strong poloidal magnetic field we

primarily drive radial particle fluxes instead of increasing the plasma current [5]. At the

time of plasma current buildup, the ring currents are anti-parallel to the plasma current and

the region of low total poloidal field moves radially outward with an increased external

vertical field.

Finally, in Figs 21 and 22 we plot the radial and vertical plasma position at three different

times vs vertical field strength. Each point is an average of three shots and the error bars

indicates the shot to shot variation. Filling pressure and OHC capacitor bank voltage has

been varied slightly in order to have a plasma current of about 35 kA for all vertical field

strengths. The plasma builds up at a small radius and moves outwards with low vertical

field whereas it builds up at a large radius and moves inward at higher field strengths. The

optimum value of vertical field seem to be at around Bv=.008 T. For that value, the radial

position is relatively constant during the pulse. This vertical field is slightly lower than the

field where we have maximum plasma current and pulse length. The vertical position

seems generally to be about IS mm below the midplane at current buildup, but is then

centered around the midplane during the rest of the discharge. It should be noted that

there is no evidence of any large scale axisymmetric instability in any of the discharges we

have studied.

4.4. Variation cf toroidal field strength

At lower toroidal fields, there is a clear dependence of plasma current on field strength as

shown in Fig 23. Above about B t = .05 T there is on the other hand only a slow increase

in plasma current with increasing toro'Jal field. In Fig 24, we plot the plasma pulse length

vs toroidal field strength. A similar dependence on toroidal field as for the plasma current

is apparent. The lower current at low toroidal field m y at least partly be due to the fact

that the neutral gas breakdown condition, which is strongly dependent on the toroidal field

strength, is only marginally fulfilled. This conclusion is supported by the fact that the

plasma current, as well as the pulse length, increases "or low toroidal fields when the

filling gas density is raised. The radial and the vertical position of the plasma are plotted vs

toroidal field in Figs 25 and 26. The data is taken around the time of maximum plasma

current. Each point is the average of three shots and the error bars show the shot to shot

11



variation. The position is quite independent of field strength above Bt = .05 T. At the

lowest value of toroidal field, there is though an outward displacement of the pinch. Due

to the geometry of the plasma current Rogowski coil, this displacement also contributes to

tht lower measured value of measured plasma current at this toroidal field. The large shot

to shot variations seen at the lowest toroidal fields could be due to the breakdown

condition being marginally satisfied here. The vertical position is near the midplane for all

toroidal field strengths.

12



5. COMPARISON WITH EQUILIBRIUM MODEL

Computer code solutions to the Grad-Shafranov equilibrium equation, talcing the actual

geometry of the experiment into account, have been made for discharge parameters

similar to the present ones [2]. The obtained radial shifts are of the same order as those

observed here. In this section, we will compare the experimental data with a simplified

model. We approximate the vacuum vessel with a circular cross-section toroidal shell

with major radius Ro and minor radius b. We may then use the model in Ref. 6 which

computes the radial position R of the plasma from the radial force balance equation:

l n | + A + £j = H0lp ?
b 2

A R
A 2 + 2JiRIpBz(R)

A = R - Ro (22)

Here Ip is the plasma current, l[ is the normalised internal plasma inductance, ppoi is the

poloidal bet?, value. BZ(R) is the local vertical magnetic field, which is the sum of the field

from the octupole rings and the external magnetic field. The term on the L.H.3. is the

outward plasma loop force without correction for a displacement relative to the shell. The

first term on the R.H.S. is the containing force due to the shell and the last term is the

force due to the vertical field from other sources. The plasma radius a is assumed to be

small compared to the shell radius b. We solve Eq. (22) numerically for R. The field from

the octupole rings is computed by inserting the measured ring currents in a model which

takes the actual geometry of the vacuum vessel into account [3]. The external vertical field

is assumed to be homogenous and time-constant The measured value of the plasma

current is used. Taking the shell to have the same cross-sectional area as the actual vacuum

vessel we obtain b = .125 m, Ro = .475 m. From magnetic field measurements [7] we

have a = .05 m, lj = 1, (Jpoi = .3. It was difficult to fit the model data to the experimental

measurements early in the plasma pulse. At later times, a reasonable agreement was

found. In Fig. 27 we plot the radial position vs vertical field strength obtained from the

model together with measured data, both taken at t = 2320 us.

13



6. SUMMARY

The plasma position has been estimated from the measured currents in the four octupole

rings using the assumption of axisymmetric displacements. The computed position

obtained from two different methods of evaluating the ring current data has been compared

with internal magnetic probe measurements. Both methods are in reasonably good

agreement with the magnetic field data.

In accordance with earlier internal magnetic field measurements there is an outward shift

of the plasma of about 20 mm from the geometrical axis of the ring system, in the cases

with a low external vertical field. The pinch is in these cases drifting slowly outwards.

The vertical position is close to the midplane of the device during the entire plasma pulse.

There is no evidence in any of the discharges we have studied of large scale axisymmetric

instabilities.

A variation of the external vertical field shows that at lower field strengths the plasma

builds up at smaller radii and then drifts slowly outward during the discharge whereas at

higher vertical fields the plasma builds up at larger radii and moves inward. The inward

velocity is consistent with the direction of the vertical field which gives an inward force on

the plasma. The initial outward displacement of the plasma at higher vertical field strengths

might be explained if we assume that the plasma current builds up preferrably in a region

of low total poloidal field. At the time when the plasma main pulse starts, this region

moves outward with increasing external vertical field. The optimum external vertical field

for the present discharge parameters seem to be around Bv = .01 T giving an almost

radially stationary position as well as the highest plasma currents and longest plasma

duration. The radial position around the time of peak plasma current is pushed inwards

with this field compared to the case of no vertical field and is in fact close to the

geometrical axis of the ring system. The plasma vertical position seem generally to be

below the midplane at startup of the current pulse and then centered within 5 mm of the

midplane during the rest of the pulse.

The radial displacements as a function of vertical field during the later part of the pulse is

found to be is reasonably good agreement with a simple equilibrium model.

The plasma position is essentially independent of the toroidal magnetic field except at low

field strengths. A variation of the toroidal field indicates that there is a larger radially

outward shift at the lowest field, i.e. below B t = .05 T. At these low toroidal fields, the

14



neutral gas breakdown condition is only marginally satisfied which results in large shot to

shot variations.

15
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TABLE

Table 1. Extrap Tl technical data

Capacitor banks Capacitance Discharge time Magnetic field

Toroidal field:

BankC2 3400 700 ^s 0.053 T /kV

Ohmic heating circuit:

BankC3:

Bank C4:

100 uF
500 uF

2115 ns
2290 us

Vertical field:

BankQ: 12000nF 1100 ns 0.013 T /kV

17



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the Toroidal Extrap Tl experiment.

Fig. 2 Diagram of the cross-section of the vacuum-vessel, showing the current

carrying rings which produce the octupole field and a ring support. In the

region below the equatorial plane, a plot of the octupole magnetic field is

depicted.

Fig. 3 Plasma current vs time. Parameters: V3 = 20 kV, V4 = 8.5 kV, Vv = 0,

Vt = 3 kV, B t = .16 T, pfiii = 4 mtorr, tpreiOn = 2125 us.

Fig. 4 Ring #1 current vs time. Same shot as Fig. 3.

Fig. 5 Plasma radial position vs time. Computed using method II. Same shot as

Fig. 3.

Fig. 6 Plasma vertical position vs time. Computed using method II. Same shot as

Fig. 3.

Fig. 7-10 Differences in ring currents #1 - #4 between plasma and vacuum shot vs

time. Used in computation of plasma position. Same shot as Fig. 3.

Fig. 11 Plasma radial position vs time. Solid curve is obtained using method I, and

dotted curve using method II. The crosses are positions of the magnetic

axis obtained from internal magnetic probe measurements. Parameters:

CoHC = 90 HF, VOHC = 12 kV, toHC = 2115 us, Vv = 0.3 kV,

Bv = 0.004 T, Vt = 2 kV, B t = .11 T, pr,n = 12 mtorr, Ip = 18 kA.

Fig. 12 Plasma vertical position vs time. Solid curve is obtained using method I,

and dotted curve using method II. Same shot as Fig. 11.

Fig. 13 Plasma current vs vertical field. Parameters: V3 = 20 kV, V4 = 8.5 kV,

Vt = 3 kV, Bt = . 16 T, pfiu = 4 mtorr, tpreion = 2110 (as.

Fig. 14 Length of main plasma pulse vs vertical field. Parameters as in Fig. 13.

18



Fig. 15 Plasma radial position vs time (method I). Bv = 0. Other parameters:

V3 = 20 kV, V4 = 8.5 kV, Vt = 3 kV, B t = .16 T, pf,n = 4 mtorr,

2 H 0 ^ s , Ip = 33kA.

Fig. 16 Plasma vertical position vs time (method I). Same shot as Fig. 15.

Fig. 17 Plasma radial position vs time (method I). Vv
 = .9 kV, Bv = .012 T.

Other parameters: V3 = 19 kV, V4 = 8.0 kV, Vt = 3 kV, B t = .16 T,

pfill = 4 mtorr, tprcion = 2110 us, Ip = 38 kA.

Fig. 18 Plasma vertical position vs time (method I). Same shot as Fig. 17.

Fig. 19 Plasma radial position vs time (method I). Vv
 = 1.8 kV, Bv = .024 T.

Other parameters: V3 =-- 21 kV, V4 = 8.5 kV, Vt = 3 kV, B t = .16 T,

pnu = 10 mtorr, tpreion = 2110 us, Ip = 34 kA.

Fig. 20 Plasma vertical position vs time (method I). Same shot as Fig.19.

Fig. 21 Plasma radial position vs vertical field at t = 2250,2290 and 2320 *is

(method I). Each point is average of 3 shots. Parameters Ip = 33 -38 kA,

V t = 3 kV, B t = .16 T, V3 = 18 - 21 kV, V4 = 7.5 - 8.5 kV, pr.n = 4 - 1 0

mtorr, tpreion = 2110 - 2125 (is.

Fig. 22 Plasma vertical position vs vertical field at t = 2250,2290 and 2320 \is

(method I). Same data as Fig. 21.

Fig. 23 Plasma current vs toroidal field. Parameters: V3 = 20 kV, V4 = 8.5 kV,

Vv = .3 kV, Bv = .004 T, pfiii = 4 mtorr, tpreion = 2125 \LS.

Fig. 24 Length of main plasma pulse vs toroidal field. Parameters as in Fig. 23.

Fig. 25 Plasma radial position vs toroidal field at t = 2290 \is (method I). Each

point is average of 3 shots. Parameters as in Fig. 23.

Fig. 26 Plasma vertical position vs toroidal field at t = 2290 (is (method I). Each

point is average of 3 shots. Parameters as in Fig. 23.
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Fig. 27 Plasma radial position vs vertical field. Experimental data points (method I)

and model calculation. Model parameters: Ro = -475 m, u = .05 m,

b = .125m,p p o l = .3,l i = l.

20
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PLASMA POSITION FROM RING CURRENT MEASUREMENTS

IN EXTRAP TI
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Abstract

The inductive coupling between the plasma and the four octupole field coils in the Extrap

Tl device is utilized as a means of estimating the plasma position. The current in each

octupole ring as well as the plasma current is measured by a Rogowski coil and the ring -

plasma mutual inductance is then computed assuming axisymmetric plasma displacements.

The obtained position is in agreement with internal magnetic probe measurements. The

time - evolution of the plasma position for different external vertical and toroidal field

strengths is studied. For the present discharge parameters a venical field of about .008 T

is found to give an almost radially stationary plasma. The results are compared with a

simple equilibrium model.
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